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Observation of a Pseudoscalar State in J/y = yPP near PP Threshold
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We present a study of the radiative decay J/y ypP in the yK+K K K and yK+K KsoKLO final
states. A pseudoscalar state is observed in the pp invariant-mass spectrum at 2.22 GeV/c' with a width
of 150 MeV/c'. The product branching ratios are B(j/itr yX)B(X Op) =(3.3+0.8~0.5)X10
for the yK+K K+K mode and B(Jjy yX)B(X pp) =(2.7 4 0.6+'0.6) &&10 for the
yK+K K)Kto mode. No evidence for 2++ states below 2.4 GeV/c' is found in this decay.

PACS numbers: 14.40.Cs, 13.40.Hq

Interest has focused recently on the tip system pro-
duced in radiative J/ y decays, since this process may
produce glueballs, hybrids, or four-quark states. ' Struc-
tures in the pp invariant-mass spectrum have been ob-
served by several experiments in the reaction z p

tttpn. One group, after performing a partial-wave
analysis, has resolved three broad 2++ resonances near

pp threshold. These states have been claimed to be glue-
balls, ' since the production process is Okubo-Iizuka-
Zweig (OZI) suppressed. If this hypothesis is correct,
these states should also be produced in radiative J/ y de-

cays. ' The DM2 group" has reported the observation of
a low-mass enhancement in J/y y4i4t at 2.25 GeV/c
with a preferred spin-parity of J =0 . Other pseudos-
calar states near threshold as well as at higher mass have
been observed' in radiative J/ilr decays to pp and coco;

the rl(2100) is the only state kinematically accessible to
yap. We present herein a study of J/ilt yap in the
yK+K K+K and yK+K KgKL final states, using
4.9X10 produced J/ilr events recorded with the Mark
III detector' at the SLAC e+e storage ring SPEAR.

The study of the yK+K K+K channel is made
diScult by kaon decays which severely aAect the detec-
tion efficiency, especially at low pp masses (m»), where

kaon momenta are smallest. For m» below 2.4 Gev/c-,
60% of all events with four observed charged tracks
suff'er from momentum mismeasurements because of
track kinks due to decays in flight. A four-constraint
(4C) kinematic fit by the hypothesis J/ y

yK+K K+K typically fails for these events. A
substantial increase in detection eSciency can be ob-

tained with 1C kinematic fits by the hypothesis J/hatt
yK+K K —(Km;„), where the most poorly mea-

sured track is excluded from the fit. To ensure a con-
sistent procedure for events with four well-measured
tracks, a 1C fit is performed to all three-track combina-
tions by omitting one track at a time, retaining the fit
with the lowest g . In events with several isolated pho-
ton candidates, the radiative photon is always chosen to
be the shower closest to the direction of the missing
momentum of the four charged tracks. Candidates are
selected from events which have the following: at least
two well-identified kaon tracks, no pion candidate (un-
less two like-sign kaons are found), a 1C-fit probability
greater than 2%, and less than five isolated photons.

Figure 1(a) shows a scatter plot of the invariant
masses mtc+„- vs m„=x— . A clear tlttlt signal is ob-

served, providing evidence for the process J/hatt y&4,
since the modes J/ilt tt p and J/ilr petr are forbidden
by C invariance. The final pp sample is extracted by re-
quiring ~miry

—rrt,
~

~ 3cT, where the measured resolu-
tions are oi~+~- =3.8 MeV/c and tr~tc =5.9 MeV/c .
The resulting pp invariant-mass spectrum for the 1C-fit
events, shown in Fig. 2(a), contains a total of 168 events.
The mass resolution, determined by Monte Carlo simula-
tion, varies from 12 MeV/c ' at 2.2 GeV/c' to 19
MeV/c in the tI, region. Potential background sources
consist of modes such as y4t4t+ntt 's, y&K+K
PK K, y&K+K tr, &K+K tt, and K+K tr tt

+ny. While the channels ytltp+ntt 's are found to be
negligible, the contribution of the other backgrounds is
estimated from the events inside the lightly shaded areas
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FIG. 1. Scatter plots for J/y y4K: (a) m~+„.— vs

m~ „+,plotting only the combination closest to the pp over-
miss

lap region; (b) m„+„-vs m~0~0 Event. s in the shaded regions
S L

are used for background estimates.

in Fig. 1(a), after subtracting the contribution from the
darkly shaded areas and correcting for feedthrough from
real y(()p events as determined from a Monte Carlo simu-
lation. The non-1(ip background, amounting to 9%, is

uniform in m&&.

Figure 2(c) shows the p(() invariant-mass spectrum
after efficiency correction. A prominent structure
around 2.2 GeV/c is visible, as is the q, . The mass
spectrum is fitted by a relativistic p-wave Breit-Wigner
line shape with a mass-dependent width' but without a
form factor, a nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner line shape for
the rl„, a uniform background, and three-body phase
space. Table I summarizes the results. For the low-

mass state, the mass, width, and product branching ratio
are M=2230+ 25 ~ 15 MeV/c, I =150-+6o +'60
MeV/c, and 8(J/y yX)8(X ((~((i) =(3.3 ~0.8
+ 0.5) x10 . The systematic errors include uncertain-
ties in the luminosity measurement, event selection,
background subtraction, efficiency determination, and
different fit functions of the pp spectrum. We have also
made fits which include a production and decay form
factor using both Blatt-Weisskopf and Gaussian shapes.
A dispersion relation was used, " to ensure a proper
form-factor cutoff at infinity. Within errors, the mass
and width remain the same, but the branching ratio in-

creases by up to a factor of 2, as the fit attempts to ac-
commodate the cluster of events around 2.5 GeV. ' This
is not, however, a realistic description, since the events
around 2.5 GeV are not J =0 (see below). For the

g„the mass and width are in good agreement with nom-

inal values; ' the product branching ratio is consistent
with the previous Mark III result, which was based on
the first half of the data sample. ' The total branching
ratio for radiative p(t production is 8(J/y yap)
=(7.5~0.6~ 1.2)x10

There are 80 events which have satisfactory 4C kine-
matic fits by the yK+ K K+K hypothesis. Because of
the small detection efficiency at low I» the g, is the
only significant signal observed in the pp mass spectrum.
The events in the low-mass region, however, are con-
sistent with the signai events in the 1C fit. The g, mass
so obtained, 2969+ 4~ 4 MeV/c, and the product
branching ratio, 8(J/y yrl, )B(t), pp) =(9.4
~ 2.3 ~ 1.6) x 10 agree well with the results from the
1C fit.

Since the Kt detection efficiency is low and difficult
to determine, Kl detection is not required in the
yK+K K)KL channel. Candidates are instead selected
by 1C kinematic fits by the hypothesis J/ y

yK K x+z (KL);„,identifying kaons and pions
by time of (light and dE/dx. If several kaon- or pion-
pair combinations exist, we choose that which best
matches a it or a Ks. All isolated showers are considered
as candidates for the radiative photon. Because of the
poor photon-energy resolution, the g of the 1C fit does
not alone provide a sufficient background rejection. The
radiative photon is chosen to be that photon for
which the quantity g + [(m~+x ——m~)/o~+„-]
+[(m~Iilro —m~)/oi, o„o] is minimal. In order to im-

prove the KgKL mass resolution, a 2C kinematic fit is

performed by adding the Kg constraint. Candidates are
retained if the 2C-fit probability is greater than 1%, the
event contains either two well-identified kaons or one
well-identified kaon and two well-identified pions, and
less than four isolated photons are present.

Figure 1(b) shows the scatter plot of m~+„-vs mKOIro.

A pp enhancement is again visible. The i))p signal events

are selected as above, using the measured resolutions of
cr„+~-=3.5 MeV/c and cr~o~o=5. 6 MeV/c . The re-

sulting ((i(t invariant-mass spectrum contains a total of
119 events [see Fig. 2(b)]. The pp mass resolution varies
from 13 MeV/c at 2.2 GeV/c to 30 MeV/c at the rl, .
In this case, the background contribution, estimated as
above, originates from modes such as y&K+K
&K+K, y&K+K x, and /K+K n, with p K)KL,

TABLE I. Fit results for the pp mass spectra from the yK+K K+K and yK+K KqKL final states.

Final state

yK+K K+K
yK+ K KsoK'

yK+K K+K
yK+K K)KL

Mass (MeV)

2230 + 25 + 15
2214 + 20 + 15
2981~ 8~ 3
2956+ 12+ 12

Width (MeV)

150+'@+60
150 fixed
10.3 fixed
10.3 fixed

10 B(J/y yX)B(X pp)'

3.3 + 0.8 + 0.5
2.7 + 0.6 ~ 0.6
0.93 ~ 0.20 ~ 0.16
0.85+ 0.27+ 0.18

"The systematic errors in the branching ratios include the following contributions which are added in quadrature: uncertainties in

the luminosity measurement (8.5%), uncertainties from the event selection, background subtraction and efliciency determination
(13% for yK+K K+K and 18% for yK+K K)KL), and uncertainties in the fit (6%).
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FIG. 2. The observed pp invariant-mass spectra from (a)
J/y )'K+K K+K and (b) J/y yK+K K)KL,' (c),(d)
the corresponding pp invariant-mass spectra after efficiency
correction. Shaded histograms show background estimates;
dashed curves show detection efficiencies denoted by e; solid
curves show fits described in the text.
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FIG. 3. Angular distributions for J/Itr ) pp after eSciency
correction for both modes combined: (a), (b) The g and cosO~

distributions for the low-mass state (2.05-2.39 GeV/c');
(c),(d) the g and cos&x distributions for r), (2.92-3.04
GeV/c'). The solid curves show fits described in the text.

and from events containing two kaons, two pions, and

photons. The background (18%) is again uniform. The
hadronic background J/ y &Ks Ks with Kg /r /r

and (I) K+K contributes at most one event in the re-

gion above 2.8 GeV/c 2.

Figure 2(d), showing m~~ in the )K+K K)K/ mode
after efficiency correction, confirms the yK+K K+K
result. The spectrum is fitted with the same function
used above. In order to obtain stable fits, it was neces-

sary to fix the width of the low-mass Breit-Wigner
linewidth to the value obtained in the )K+K K+K
mode. The mass and product branching ratio for the
low-mass state are M =2214 ~ 20 ~ 15 MeV/c and

B(J/iI/ )X)B(X yy) = (2.7+.0.6+.0.6) x 10
The results, summarized in Table I, confirm those in
yK+K- K+K —.

The distributions of the angle between the p decay
planes in the pp rest frame, 2, and the polar angle of the
K+ (or Ks) in its t)) rest frame, Ox, provide a spin-parity
analyzer of states decaying into two vector mesons. In-

cluding a non-t))(//-background term a, the angular distri-
butions are given by

W(g) ec a+ (1 —a) [1+Pcos(2g)],

W(cosO/c) ~a+ (I —a)[1+ —, g(3cos 8/r
—I)] .

KgK~ are uniform, the cosO~ efficiency for the other
K+K pair drops near 1cosOIr1 =1 by 20%. The ob-
served g distributions peak at large angles, indicating
J =(even) . The cosOx distributions exhibit a strong
sin 8/r dependence. A fit, using W(g) and W(cosO/r)
with a=0. 11, ' yields p= —0.85+ 0.11 and g= —0.85
+ 0.13. This identifies the low-mass structure either as
a pseudoscalar or as two interfering J =2 (L=1,
S= 1 and L =3, S= 1 ) states with nearly equal strength.
The L =3 wave is, however, expected to be suppressed
relative to the L= 1 wave, especially near threshold. We
therefore conclude that the low-mass structure is a pseu-
doscalar. To check the reliability of the technique, the g
and cosOx distributions are examined in the ri, region
(2.90(m«( 3.05 GeV/c ). The resulting distributions
[Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] are characteristic of a pseudosca-
lar. A fit with a =0.1 yields p = —1.0+ 0.2 and
g= —0.70+ 0.19. The parameter p measured in 100-
MeV/c mass intervals is shown in Fig. 4. The pseudos-

Both p and ( are functions of the helicity amplitudes
characterizing the spin-parity of the intermediate state
decaying into pp. Thus a measurement of p determines
the parity, since 0 ~ Pp ~ 1. For a pseudoscalar,

P = —I and g= —1.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the g and cosOx distribu-

tions between threshold and 2.40 GeV/c after efficiency
correction for both modes combined. While the
efficiencies in g and cos0~ for both pairs K —K „,and

3.02.5

m~~ (GeV/c )

FIG. 4. The amplitude P as a function of m».
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TABLE II. Upper limits for gr and g(2230) production in J/y yyy.

Mass region (GeV)

gr (2.04-2.40)
((2230) (2.20-2.26)

Number of events

122
32

0.29
0.39

~) I +I( a+/(,

0.12
0.12

0.14
0.15

10 8 (J/ y yX)8 (X yy)
(at 90% C.L.)

& 1.16
& 0.38

calar component dominates below 2.4 GeV/c and at the

gC ~

In order to set a limit on g(2230) and gT production '

in J/y y&41, a maximum-likelihood fit is performed
using W(g). Assuming that, in addition to a pseudosca-
lar, partial waves with positive parity are present, the
fraction of the P=+1 components is given by f=(1
—a)(1+P)/(I+Pp), where Pp is the average amplitude
for the P=+ I components and P is the limit determined

by integrating the log likelihood over the 90%-
confidence-level interval. Because of unknown phases
and relative fractions for the three gT states, a deter-
mination of P~ is not possible. We therefore assume

P~ =0, which yields the most conservative limit. The re-

sulting upper limits for gT and g(2230) production
presented in Table II are obtained by multiplying the ob-
served number of events by f and normalizing the result
to the total number of produced J/y events after
correcting for the detection efficiencies and tll-decay

branching ratios. The limit is a factor of 8 higher than a
model-dependent prediction for gT production in radia-
tive J/ y decays. '

In summary, we have observed a pseudoscalar state
about 0. 15 GeV/c above pp threshold in the radiative
decay J/y gpss in two decay channels. This state may
correspond to the 200-MeV/c -wide pseudoscalar state
r)(2100) seen in J/y ypp at 2. 138 GeV/c . ' Addi-
tional pseudoscalars have also been seen in J/y happ

and J/y yroro. The nature of these pseudoscalars is

not presently understood. Possibilities include the second
and third radial excitations of the pseudoscalar mesons'
and well as qqg hybrids or qqqq states. '
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